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EXPECTATIVE SUMMARY: NEW YORK TAXI TRIP TIME PREDICTION 
The dataset is obtained from the NYC Taxi and Limousine Commission (TLC). This report will 

be demonstrating on the taxi trip time prediction from the following predictors: pickup location, 

drop off location, and pickup date and time. 

 

INTRODUCTION 
There are roughly 200 million taxi rides in NYC each year. Analysis and understanding of taxi 

supply and demand could increase the efficiency of the city’s taxi system.  Predicting taxi 

ridership could present valuable insights to city planners and taxi dispatchers. 

 

DATASET OVERVIEW 
This dataset is collected by the NYC Taxi and Limousine Commission (TLC) and includes trip 

records from all trips completed in Yellow and Green taxis in NYC from 2009 to present. 

Records include fields capturing pick-up and drop-off dates/times, pick-up and drop-off 

locations, trip distances, itemized fares, rate types, payment types, and driver-reported passenger 

counts.  

 

DATA STRUCTURE 

● There are 1458644 rows with 11 variables in train. 
● There are 625134 rows with 9 variables in test. 

Train has two additional fields trip_duration and dropoff_datetime to the test set. The 

variable trip_duration is the independent, response variable we are trying to predict and is 

derived as the difference between dropoff_datetime and pickup_datetime. Each row in the 

datasets represent one taxi trip. All variable headings are populated. 
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EXPLANATORY VARIABLES/ FEATURES 

- id character. A unique identifier for each trip. 

- vendor_id integer. A code indicating the provider associated with the trip record. There 

appears to be 2 taxi companies. 

- pickup_datetime character. The date and time when the meter was engaged. This is 

currently a combination of date and time. 

- dropoff_datetime character. The date and time when the meter was disengaged. As 

above this is a combination of date and time. 

- passenger_count integer. The number of passengers in the vehicle (driver entered 

value). This is a count from up to 9. 

- pickup_longitude numeric. The longitude where the meter was engaged. These are 

geographical coordinates and appear to be in the correct format. 

- pickup_latitude numeric. The latitude where the meter was engaged. 

- dropoff_longitude numeric. The longitude where the meter was disengaged. 

- dropoff_latitude numeric. The latitude where the meter was disengaged. 

 

RESPONSE VARIABLE/ OUTCOME 

- trip_duration integer. The duration of the trip in seconds. 

 

DATA CLEANING AND ORGANIZATION 
Once we loaded our data, we checked for nulls -- luckily, we had none in our dataset. We also 

removed obvious outliers in the pickup and dropoff latitudes and longitudes. 



 
After removing the outliers from pickup and dropoff columns the following graph was obtained. 

 

 
 

 

In order to make our data more usable, we converted the trip_duration from seconds to minutes 

and the pickup and dropoff locations from latitude/longitude to kilometers. Below are histograms 

of our values for trip_duration in minutes and the pickup_latitude and pickup_longitude in km: 

 



 
 

EXPLORATORY DATA ANALYSIS 
To understand what factors might affect trip_duration -- which is related to the distance the car 
travelled -- we plotted the distance by the number of passengers. Trips with 0 passengers 
travelled shorter distances: 

 

We also compared the distances travelled on different days of the week. Trips went the furthest 

on the weekends (days 0 and 6 on the graph):  

 

We also mapped the trips within New York City and clustered them based on the pickup and 

drop-off points for each ride. As we can see, the clustering results in a partition which is 

somewhat similar to the way NY is divided into different neighborhoods. We can see Upper East 



and West side of Central park in light blue and green respectively. West midtown in pink, 

Chelsea and West Village in orange, downtown area in red, East Village and SoHo in purple. 

The airports JFK and LaGuardia have there own cluster, and so do Queens and Harlem. 

Brooklyn is divided into 2 clusters, and the Bronx has too few rides to be separated from Harlem. 

 

 

FEATURE ENGINEERING  
 
Weather can play an important role in influencing traffic. Both the increase of traffic, as well as the 
decrease of road conditions increases the travel time. Which in turn can have an effect on the trip 
duration of NYC taxi. 
 
We added the New York Central Park 2016 weather data. It contains the first six months of 2016, for a 
weather station in central park. It contains for each day the minimum temperature, maximum 
temperature, average temperature, precipitation, new snowfall, and current snow depth. The 
temperature is measured in Fahrenheit and the depth is measured in inches. T means that there is a 
trace of precipitation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



We plotted the variation of precipitation over time and got a high level of variance in the graph. 

 

So we extracted 4 new columns from the precipitation feature- High Precipitation, Medium 
Precipitation, Low Precipitation and Very High Precipitation. 

 

Then we extracted the day of year from the date and merged the weather dataset with the NYC taxi 
duration dataset on the basis of this new column. 



EVALUATION METRICS 
To check the performance of our model on Kaggle we chose Root Mean Squared Logarithmic 
Error as our evaluation metric. 

 

Where: 

ϵ is the RMSLE value (score) 

n is the total number of observations in the (public/private) data set, 

Pi is your prediction of trip duration, and 

ai is the actual trip duration for ii. 

log(x) is the natural logarithm of x 

 

BUILDING THE MODEL 
Several models with different sets of features were built. The three Machine Learning models 

which we explored in this project were: 

1.Linear Regression 

2.Gradient Boosting 

3.Lasso Regression 

We observed that the Weather dataset didn’t add any value to the model, so we built models 

without it. 

The following features were selected to build our initial model : 

●Vendor_id 

●Passenger_count 

●Pickup_longitude 

●Pickup_wday 

●Pickup_yday 

●Pickup_hour 

All the models were built using Cross Validation technique and RMSLE value were evaluated.  

1) Linear Regression Model 

RMSLE of 0.731 

2) Ridge Linear Regression Model 

  RMSLE of 0.73 



3) Gradient Boosting Regression Model 

  RMSLE of 0.732 

Since, the performance didn’t appear to be great, we tried to build models using the additional 

three features which were calculated using the latitude and longitude columns, Haversine 

Distance, Manhattan Distance and Bearing Distance. Also we split the store_and_fwd_flag into 

two new columns N and Y 

Features Selected: 

●Vendor_id 

●Passenger_count 

●Pickup_longitude 

●Pickup_latitude 

●Dropoff_longitude 

●Dropoff_latitude 

●Trip_duration 

●Haversine_dist 

●Bearing_dist 

●Manhattan_dist 

●Pickup_month 

●Pickup_day 

●Pickup_hour 

●N 

●Y 

Gradient Boosting ( n_estimators=50, learning_rate=0.01, max_depth=5, random_state=0, 

loss='ls' ) - The model gave us a RMSLE of 0.68 

FEATURE IMPORTANCE 
We used Gradient Boosting feature importance parameters to check the important features: 

 



 

According to the feature importance graph, we revised our features selection and chose below 

features for out third round of model building:  

 

● Vendor_id 

● Passenger_count 

● Pickup_longitude 

● Pickup_latitude 

● Dropoff_longitude 

● Dropoff_latitude 

● Store_and_fwd_flag 

● Month, Day 

● weekday, hour, minute - extracted from pickup_datetime 

● dist_long, dist_lat, dist - extracted from distance between pickup longitude 

● dropoff longitude, pickup latitude and dropoff latitude 

● Trip_duration 

From round 2 model building, we observed that Gradient Boosting gave us the best result. 

Hence, in this section, we built the model only using Gradient Boosting: This gave us a RMSLE of 

0.383.  

 

COMPARISON OF MODELS 

Feature Selection Stages Model RMSLE 

Stage 1 Linear Regression 0.73 

Stage 1 Ridge Linear Regression 0.73 

Stage 1 Gradient Boosting  0.73 

Stage 2 Gradient Boosting 0.68 

Stage 3 Gradient Boosting 0.38 

 
 



 
 

RESULTS  
From above table, we chose the Stage 3 Gradient Boosting model as our final model. The 16 

features which selected to build this model were: 

●Vendor_id 

●Passenger_count 

●Pickup_longitude 

●Pickup_latitude 

●Dropoff_longitude 

●Dropoff_latitude 

●Store_and_fwd_flag 

●Month, Day, weekday, hour, minute - extracted from pickup_datetime 

●dist_long, dist_lat, dist - extracted from distance between pickup longitude, dropoff 

longitude, pickup latitude and dropoff latitude 

●Trip_duration 

CONCLUSION 
Our model can: 

● Help taxi dispatchers assign requested trips to available cars, making their services more 

efficient 

● Help city planners understand duration of trips people are taking to better 

accommodate taxis 

 

CONTRIBUTIONS FROM EACH TEAM MEMBER 

Our team worked really well together, and everyone contributed equally towards the project.  

 

Team Members Task Completed 

Aakanksha Singh Documentation and  Presentation Slides 

Lindsay Huth Documentation, Presentation Slides and Data 
Exploration 

Mayanka Jha Documentation, Presentation, Data 
Exploration, Predictive Modelling 

Riya Chanduka Documentation, Presentation, Data 
Exploration, Predictive Modelling 

 


